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Welcome

Welcome to the fourteenth Electronics New Zealand Conference. This is the first time
that Victoria University of Wellington has hosted this conference series and we are
delighted to welcome academics, researchers, developers, industry and students in the
general area of electronics to Wellington, and particularly to our campus.
ENZCon continues to grow in size and popularity, and this year is no different, with
another record number of paper submissions, and a registration list that will be close to
100. We received a total of 74 paper submissions to this year's conference. A team of 23
national electronics experts diligently reviewed these documents and in the end we have
accepted 80% or 59 papers for presentation. Many of the rejected submissions would
have been included in previous year's ENZCon offerings, and although we empathise
with the disappointment of the unsuccessful authors, the positives are that the quality of
papers presented this year is higher than ever. It is so encouraging to see electronics
research and development thriving in our country.
All of this is a far-cry from the embryonic ENZCon created at the University ofWaikato
in 1994. For that inaugural event, a total of21 papers were presented over the two days,
with approximately the same number of attendees. Whilst small and intimate, it was
essential that ENZCon grow in order to survive, and the trend over the last few years
indicates that this is exactly what is happening.
This year ENZCon is privileged to honour three of New Zealand's stalwarts of tertiary
electronics education. Gary Bold of Auckland University, Bob O'Driscoll of Massey
University and John Bahr of Otago University are all retiring. All three have dedicated
themselves to offering their students the highest possible quality electronics education.
We will sorely miss such amazing people, but I can't imagine these dedicated educators
not being called back in to their institutions to "fill in some gaps". I am sure we have not
seen the last of them. I would like to personally thank Gary, Bob and John for all their
help over the period of my university career, and especially for helping me create the first
ENZCon 13 years ago. Certainly without their active support and encouragement,
ENZCon would not have existed. I greatly appreciate them agreeing to present at the
final session of ENZCon this year - it will be a session not to be missed.
I wish to thank the support of Victoria University of Wellington's newly created Faculty
of Engineering, the MacDiarmid Institute and our host School of Chemical and Physical
Sciences. Celia Falchi has worked tirelessly assisting with sponsorship, trade displays,
registration, web sites, and general administration. Paul Teal and Rob Murray have
significantly helped collate the submitted papers and prepare these Proceedings. Gideon
Gouws has liaised with industry to increase the profile of our sponsors without whom
attendance at our conference would be considerably more expensive. I would also like to
thank our national panel of paper reviewers, IET and RFTest Solutions for prize
sponsorship and all those who have helped with the local support issues, and every
attendee for making this conference possible.
Dale Carnegie
Convenor, ENZCon 2007
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